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Abstract—Background In setting of the current COVID-19 pandemic, it is crucial to endorse infection control competencies. However, whether virtual training is equivalent to in-person teaching to develop such competencies requires further elucidation.

Aim We aim to explore the effect of a brief, three-to-five-minute training session on infection control competencies in the major area of emergency department infection control, using virtual versus in-person training.

Methods Two hospitals were chosen, and the study design was a quasi-experimental multi-centre nonequivalent groups design.

Result The learning score increased from 39.06% (SD=17.18 (95% CI 32.39-45.72) to 52.48% (SD=26.48 (95% CI 44.01-60.95) in the virtual training group, and from 47.86% (SD=22.51 (95% CI 41.47-54.26) to 79.65% (SD=21.45 (95% CI 70.14-89.16) after the in-person teaching. The mean difference between the two groups revealed a higher learning score using in-person teaching: 27.16%; t(60)=4.12, p = 0.0001.

Conclusion Infection control competencies are better acquired via in-person teaching than by virtual education.

Index Terms—Virtual teaching, infection control, COVID-19

I. INTRODUCTION

The practice of universal precautions for isolation has long been a standard part of daily routine in areas with high exposure rates, such as the emergency department. In the setting of the current pandemic, compliance with universal isolation precautions is necessary for all healthcare workers, for their own safety and that of their patients and colleagues. Knowledge of certain infection control measures is imperative; this includes knowledge of aerosol-generating procedures and the risk of exposure during airway management, correct donning (putting on) and doffing (removing) of personal protective equipment (PPE), and effective handwashing. Acquiring such knowledge requires teaching and guidance.

Virtual training is considered an effective tool for teaching medical students [1]. The flexibility and safety of this method were advocated in another study [2], especially when social distancing has become the norm; however, whether virtual teaching is comparable to, or more effective than, in-person teaching requires further elucidation.

A previous analysis noted that virtual training is more effective for teaching hand hygiene and general information about the chain of transmission [3]. Virtual training also enhanced the competency score when used as a refresher course [4], proving feasible and effective [5]. Here, we explore the effect of a brief, three-to-five-minute training session on infection control competency in the major area of emergency department infection control, and compare the competency scores of virtual versus in-person training.

II. METHODS

We used a multi-centre, quasi-experimental nonequivalent groups design. The emergency departments of two hospitals were selected randomly: a tertiary and a secondary hospital, both in Riyadh City, Saudi Arabia. Only emergency residents were invited to participate. Each participant received a pre-teaching survey; thereafter, teaching was conducted using either a virtual learning method (in hospital A) or in-person teaching (in hospital B).

The virtual training, led by one of the authors, included a two-minute video demonstration of donning and doffing and of how to perform effective hand hygiene, in addition to a two-minute presentation. These were adapted from CDC educational videos, and only the practical part of the videos was displayed [6], [7].

The in-person teaching involved a quick, three-to-five-minute discussion about the sequence of donning and doffing, with a physical demonstration at the end of the discussion.

Knowledge of infection control was conveyed in both methods, including donning and doffing, hand hygiene, aerosol-generating procedures (intubation and extubation, airway suctioning, manual ventilation, non-invasive positive pressure ventilation, nebuliser or high-flow oxygen therapy, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation) [8]. Methods for minimising aerosols during exposure were also discussed. We delayed the post-intervention survey to avoid availability bias.

III. RESULTS

The response rate was 75.9% in hospital A and 80% in hospital B. 32.5% completed the survey a few days after the virtual discussion, while 31% completed it a few days after the in-person discussion. The mean baseline knowledge score for residents in the virtual training group was 39.06%, SD=17.18 (95% CI 32.39-45.72), whereas for the in-person training group it was 47.86%, SD=22.51 (95% CI 41.47-54.26). The difference in baseline knowledge between the two groups was not statistically significant; t(76)=-1.79, p=0.077.
After the training, the score increased to 52.48%, SD=26.48 (95% CI 44.01-60.95) in the virtual training group, and to 79.65%, SD=21.45 (95% CI 70.14-89.16) in the in-person group. The mean difference between the two groups revealed a higher learning score using in-person teaching: 27.16%; t(60)=-4.12, p = 0.0001. Figure 1. illustrates the difference in knowledge score between the two groups before and after training.

IV. DISCUSSION

Virtual training has received considerable attention during the current pandemic due to its ease, feasibility and practicality. However, our analysis revealed that in-person training for infection control measures remains superior to virtual training. The learning score in our analysis increased significantly more in the in-person training group than in the virtual group. We can infer that a physical demonstration of donning and doffing results in greater knowledge gain than does a video demonstration. We may also infer that, despite the ongoing pandemic and the strict infection control measures applied in various hospitals, continuous in-person training should remain the standard.

Nonetheless, virtual training should not be disregarded. Such methods were found to be effective in several analyses and under various conditions [9], [10].

Our analysis ensured a comparable duration of teaching for both methods; even so, it revealed the superiority of in-person teaching. It could be that virtual teaching requires more time than in-person education, or perhaps combining the two methods might provide more significant knowledge gain, as occurred in one study [11]. Thus, another study might be warranted to evaluate virtual training of a longer duration.

In this analysis, we used infection control measures relating to emergency department procedures, including intubation, non-invasive airway ventilation, and the use of nebulisation. These are standard procedures, and emergency residents should be competent to conduct them, and to teach infection control measures to other specialities in their respective departments. We believe empowering the trainees to teach infection control measures in-person will increase their competency and that of their colleagues.

The generalisability of our findings stems from the acceptable follow-up rate, the comparable baseline knowledge between the two hospitals, and the control for availability bias. We urge other departments to measure the infection control competencies of their trainees using our survey, or to adapt it to fit the needs of their departments.

V. CONCLUSION

Continuous training on infection control measures is crucial for the containment of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our findings indicate that in-person infection control training is superior to virtual training among emergency trainees. Further studies are advocated to investigate knowledge retention after several periods, to facilitate planning of regular infection control training programmes.
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Figure 1. The difference in knowledge score before and after in-person and virtual training.